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Meanwhile, in the Thompsons Mansion.

Roanne followed Angus and Arthur home after staying with Leon and the others for the past two days.

"Roanne, you were only in the Advanced Overlord State a few days ago. How'd you get to the Semi-Emperor State all of a

sudden?" Angus asked as he failed to understand how Roanne managed to achieve such rapid growth after staying in Leon's

mansion as a guest for only two days.

With the help of the Cleansing Pill and the Supreme Pure Energy Pill, Roanne grew even further to reach the Intermediate

Emperor State.

Within a matter of days, she easily caught up to Yuri, who was referred to as the brightest martial artist of his generation.

It all seemed so surreal that he could hardly believe what was happening.

"Oh! Leon helped me using the Motherwort Pills," Roanne explained.

"The Motherwort Pills? What's that? Why isn't that sold during the sales drive?" Angus was confused as he did not know what

the Motherwort Pills were used for.

"I don't know, but I think that Motherwort Pills is likely far more valuable compared to the Cleansing Pills and that's probably why

Leon didn't put it up for sell," Roanne said thoughtfully.

She was there when Leon produced the Motherwort Pills and Sun Pill and knew that Leon only managed to produce a few pills

for each type, so she naturally came to conclude that the pills were worth too much for Leon to sell them.

"I see!" Angus said.

He thought that the Cleansing Pills were the most powerful pills Cynthion Group had to offer, and was shocked to learn that there

were even better pills.

Stunned by the vast potential of alchemy, he felt moved.

"Roanne, will I be able to get to the Intermediate Emperor State as well with the Motherwort Pills?" Yonas asked excitedly.

He did not know much about the Motherwort Pills but saw how Roanne managed to rise to the Intermediate Emperor State from

the Advanced Overlord State in a few days with the help of the Motherwort Pills and the Cleansing Pill.

Since Yonas was in the Peak Overlord State, he was more powerful than Roanne a few days ago and if he could obtain the

Motherwort Pills, he might be able to achieve the same thing as Roanne along with the Cleansing Pill in his possession.

With that, he would be able to compete with Yuri for the position of heir. Instantly, his heart was filled with longing for the

Motherwort Pills.

"No! The Motherwort Pills only works for martial artists who train with dark methods, so I'm afraid it won't be of much use to you,"

Roanne shook her head.

"I see,’ Yonas was disappointed to learn that the Motherwort Pills would not work for him, but what Roanne said next reignited his

hope.
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